The Interactive dashboard for Transitions and Continuity of Care (ITACC) is organized into multiple pages and offers different ways to interact with the data.

Each page is independent; selections or filters applied on one page will not carry over to the next page. Page navigation is along the banner at the top of the dashboard. The dashboard was designed for, and works best, from a laptop or computer monitor in landscape orientation.

This dashboard offers multiple ways to interact with the ITACC healthcare facilities’ data. For a streamlined view of the data and filters, the ITACC Web Viewer mapping application is available using the Open Web Viewer button in the upper right banner.

Access the ITACC Dashboard website here.

**Dashboard Components**

**Maps**

Each page features a map with healthcare facilities represented by point locations. Some pages contain maps with additional data to explore.

Interact with the map and explore areas of interest by using multiple zoom functions:

- Select the Default Map View button to return to the map’s default extent.
- Select the Find My Location button when using a location-enabled device to zoom into your current location. If a pop-up appears, you must allow experience.arcgis.com to access your location to use this feature.
- Select the Zoom in and Zoom out buttons located on the side of the map. Using a mouse button or tapping a touch screen, hold to drag to pan as needed.

**Interactive Filters**

The healthcare facility points seen on each map are controlled by a set of filters on each page. These filters can be activated by toggling or selecting, and multiple filters can be selected.

- Select the Glossary of Terms button in the upper right banner to access a description of each filter.
- Select the Data Dictionary button in the upper right banner to access a list of common abbreviations and their definitions.

Resource and service providers that wish to be added or removed from the map, or have their facility/service information updated, can submit a request here.

For general questions and/or feedback, please use the feedback form here.

Please contact us at mapitacc@mahec.net for any questions, requests, ideas, or opportunities for collaboration.
Individually filters are organized by group. There is also an option to filter by one or more counties.

Filters can be combined whereby only healthcare facilities that offer all selected services will appear on the map (i.e., both filter A and filter B are true for that facility).

*Note that the count and list of facilities are affected by both filters.

Filters can be combined whereby healthcare facilities that offer any selected services will appear on the map (i.e., either filter A or filter B is true for that facility).

*Note that the count and list of facilities are affected by both the filters and the map extent.

For each facility on the map, details are provided in the list. As filters are applied or the map extent changes, the list will reflect those changes and only show facilities in the map view.

An individual facility can be selected from the map and will appear highlighted. Select the 'Show Selection' button above the list of facilities to see the details of a highlighted facility. Clear the selection by clicking outside of that facility on the map.

A summative map of healthcare facilities along with indicators and county filters. The indicators are organized by group in the upper portion of the screen beneath the ITACC banner. Indicators will update as filters are applied and can be expanded by hovering over an indicator card.

A map of healthcare facilities along with county-level summary statistics and individual filters that can be combined. Only healthcare facilities that offer all selected services will appear on the map (i.e., both filter A and filter B are true for that facility). Individual filters are organized alphabetically and there is a reset button.